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Abstract. For critical embedded systems the formal validation and verification is
required. However, the real-time model checking suffers from problems of state-
space explosion and clock explosion. The aim of this paper is to ensure an improve-
ment of the Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time Embedded systems (MARTE),
which is de facto standard, with formal semantics for verification finality. There-
fore, we propose an operational method for translating UML sequence diagrams
with MARTE annotations to Time Petri nets with Action Duration specifications
(DTPN). Based on true concurrency semantics, the semantics of these specifications
are defined in terms of Duration Action Timed Automata (daTA).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real-time embedded systems solve behaviors constrained by time. These systems
provide a specific function in a much larger system within time consideration [1, 2].
The design of such systems is associated with time constraints specification. Real-
time embedded systems are often critical and require the modeling of real-time
response at the functional level. The assessment of such systems may be achieved
through verification and validation processes based on robust formal approaches to
meet the required timed constrained functional system properties.
Several studies have proposed a model-based engineering approaches that of-
fer advanced modeling mechanisms such as UML (Unified Modeling Language) [3].
MARTE is an OMG UML profile dedicated for modeling and analysis of real-time
embedded systems [4, 5]. MARTE specifies concepts for characterizing UML ele-
ments in order to model software and hardware platforms, resources, and quantita-
tive characteristics such as execution time. However, once the software is modeled,
the difficulty lies in the expression of appropriate properties and formal checks. In
order to meet these requirements, formal analytical approaches have been developed
so to integrate or extend formal models in the designing process of real-time embed-
ded systems developed with MARTE. Both works presented in [6, 7] use the Time
Petri Net analyzer [8] (TINA) model-checking tool to verify temporal properties on
structural and behavioral diagrams specified in MARTE.
Some work, as [9, 10], extended a formal language in order to take into consider-
ation time aspects. In [9], the discrete-time of Promela language has been extended
by a variable, named “timer”, that corresponds to the discrete-time “countdown”.
However, the extended model is difficult to use for representing the coincidence
clock tickings. Another work, presented in [10], proposes an extension of Promela
language with discrete-time to allow the verification by SPIN model checker [11].
In [12], an interesting approach has been proposed. It interprets parallel ac-
tivities, modeled in MARTE sequence diagrams, by parallel transitions in a Petri
net like specification. More precisely, the specification is written in timed colored
Petri nets with inhibitor arcs model (TCPNIA) [13]. In the later work, the duration
of an activity is integrated as a constraint interval associated with the correspond-
ing transition of the Petri net. To verify some properties, TCPNIA specification
is translated to a Timed Automata [14, 15] in order to use some existing model
checker tools as SMV [16]. However, this approach only expresses activity duration
without considering latency, delay and congestion time specification. Since Timed
Automata is based on interleaving semantics, there is no way to express the parallel
execution of two activities. To overcome such limitation, it is possible to interpret
each activity having a non-null duration by two sequential transitions modeling the
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activity’s start and end events. Though this solution is correct, it presents some
serious inconvenience. In fact, larger number of transitions in the Petri net specifi-
cation leads to a significant clock number increase in the associated timed automata.
Indeed, the number of zones, respectively regions, in the zone graph, respectively
region graph, is exponential to the number of clocks [15]. Thus, this leads to the
state space combinatorial explosion problem [17, 18, 19].
In our proposed approach, Time Petri Nets with action Duration (DTPN) spec-
ification model is used as a semantics model of MARTE SD specification [20]. In
fact, DTPN has a true concurrency semantics and considers both timing constraints
and duration of actions. The true concurrency semantics allows the consideration
of activities duration without using the split technique. The underlying semantics
model is a Durational Action Timed Automaton (daTA) [21].
This paper defines an operational method for translating MARTE SD specifi-
cations to DTPNs ones. As a consequence, on one hand, the transformation leads
to a small DTPN specification and on the other hand, the verification of a DTPN
specification is based on its daTA corresponding model, which allows the reuse of
clocks. So, this lead to reduce, in some case avoid the problem of the combinatorial
explosion of the number of graph states, which is one of the main limitations of
applying model-checking methods on industrial-sized models and, to reduce of the
verification time, that is often exponential for large-size systems.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present prelimi-
nary definitions of MARTE sequence diagrams, Time Petri Nets with action dura-
tion and durational action timed automata. Section 3 defines the formal semantics
of MARTE sequence diagrams and formal translation rules of basic elements and
some combined fragments. In Section 4, we present a case study to better illustrate
the interest of the proposed approach, as well as its implementation in practice.
Section 5 discusses the advantages of the proposed approach with related works.
Finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions and perspectives of this work.
2 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
2.1 MARTE Sequence Diagrams
The UML sequence diagram is a form of interaction diagram. It allows the de-
scription of a specific interaction in terms of participating objects and sequence
of messages exchanged along progress to perform desired activity. Graphically, an
interaction is composed by two lifelines and a message. A lifeline represents an
instance corresponding to a particular object that participates in the interaction.
The events along a lifeline are, in general, partially ordered, the order in which
these events will occur. A message represents a communication that transmits in-
formation between objects or an object and its environment. A message specifies
the kind of a communication between objects as synchronous or asynchronous and
notes the occurrences of the sending event at the sender and the receiving event at
the receiver level. In this work, we will focus on the order and type of messages,
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synchronous, asynchronous and reply. Additionally, we will take into consideration
the timing constraints imposed on transmitted messages between objects involved
in the interaction.
A sequence diagram describes only a fragment of the system behavior. The
complete behavior of the system can be expressed by a set of sequence diagrams to
specify all possible interactions. An interaction is a behavior unit that focuses on
the observable transmissions of information between connected objects over time.
Each interaction may be caused by actions executed by communicated objects. As
defined in [22]: an action takes a set of inputs and converts them into a set of
outputs, though either or both sets may be empty. For examples, an action can be
a call operation, send signal, receive signal, write variable or read variable. The
execution of actions can result by an event as a call or a signal event.
To get more complex interactions, combined fragments technique may be used.
A combined fragment consists of an operator and a number of operands. Depending
on the used operator, the number of operands is defined. For example, break, opt,
loop, assert, ref and neg operators have one operand. Most other operators like alt,
seq and par, have more than one operand. Fragments and their operators can be
inductively combined for describing complex interactions.
In order to enrich UML models with annotations related to time (values and
timing constraints), the UML MARTE profile provides basic and advanced time
modeling concepts, such as stereotypes, which allow the consideration of temporal
behaviors. This profile is intended to replace the existing UML SPT Profile (Schedu-
lability, Performance and Time) [23], that is incompatible with UML 2 and MDA
standards [24].
Figure 1 shows the different concepts in a sequence diagram used for specifying
time and timing constraints in UML MARTE profile. These elements are defined
in the SimpleTime package of CommonBehaviors. TimeObservation is a reference
to an instant of time, while DurationObservation is a reference to a duration of an
execution. TimeConstraints can be in the form of duration, as well as some instants
of time; sequence diagram supports both. DurationConstraint defines a Constraint
that refers to a duration interval, which defines the range between two duration.
A duration defines a value specification that specifies the temporal distance between
two time instants. Timing constraints are expressed between a pair of braces. The
annotations in color are not part of the model, they are used to specify model
elements. More details about this system example can be found in [25].
2.2 Time Petri Nets with Action Duration
Time Petri Nets with Action Duration can be considered as a generalization of
Merlin’s TPNs [27], T-TdPNs [28] and P-TdPN [29]. The basic idea of DTPN
is to associate two date’s min and max with each transition that define its firing
interval (temporal interval). Although the firing of a transition is instantaneous,
the execution duration of the action associated to this transition may have non-
null duration. For example, let t be a transition associated to the action which




























Figure 1. Time and timing constraints illustration [26]
has a duration d. If θ is the enabling date of t then the firing of t will be in the
time interval [θ + min, θ + max ]. The firing of t marks the start of execution of the
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Figure 2. DTPN and its corresponding daTA automata
A place of a DTPN corresponds to two sets: a set of available tokens or free
tokens and a set of unavailable tokens or bound tokens. Unavailable tokens, put on
the right side of a place, are bound to the firing of transitions associated to actions
that are currently running. In a DTPN, an unavailable token becomes available if
the end of execution of the action associated to the transition that produced this
token is reached. A token in place p at the time ϑ becomes available (in the left
side of p) at the time ϑ+ d. Thus, the token is bound to the firing of the transition
during the interval [ϑ, ϑ+ d[ and it becomes free at the time ϑ+ d.
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Figure 3. Marked DTPN
In Figure 3 a), the token in place P1 is not bound to any transition. This token
is called free. In the case when the transition would be fired, it could be argued that
the action associated to the firing of t1 has started its execution. This is marked by
the presence of the token in place P2 (Figure 3 b)). Thus, the token in place P2 is
bound to the firing of t1, but after completion of the action a, i.e. after 3 units of
time, this token will become free (Figure 3 c)). In a place, the set of free tokens will
be denoted by FT , while bound tokens set will be denoted by BT .
Definition 1. Let T be a non-negative temporal domain, like Q+ or R+.
Definition 2. Let Act be a finite set of actions, i.e. an alphabet. A Time Perti
Net with action Duration (DTPN) on T and of support Act is a tuple 〈P, T,B, F, λ,
SI,Γ〉, such that:
• Q = 〈P, T,B, F 〉 is Perti net, where P is a set of places, T is set of transitions
such that P ∩ T = ∅;
• B : P × T → N is a backward incidence function such that B(pi, tj) represents
arc weight from tj to pi;
• F : P ×T → N is a forward incidence function such that F (pi, tj) represents arc
weight from pi to tj;
• λ : T → Act ∪ {τ} is a labelling function of a DTPN . If λ(t) ∈ Act then t is
called observable or external;
• SI : T → T × T ∪ {∞} is a function that associates to each transition a static
firing interval;
• Γ : Act→ D is a function that associates to each action its static duration.
I is the set of all intervals of a DTPN such that I(t) = [min,max ] is the interval
associated to the transition t. We denote by ↓I(t) = min and ↑I(t) = max , two
functions which give respectively the lower and upper bound of an interval.
As commonly in use in the literature, we write ◦t (resp. t◦) to denote the set
of places such that ◦t = (p ∈ P/B(p, t) > 0 (resp. t◦ = {p ∈ P/F (p, t) > 0}), and
◦p (resp. p◦) to represent the set of transitions such that ◦p = {t ∈ T/F (p, t) > 0}
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(resp. p◦ = {t ∈ T/B(p, t) > 0}). Noting that marked DTPN is a tuple 〈PN,M0〉,
such that PN = 〈P, T,B, F, λ, SI,Γ〉 is a DTPN, and M0 is its initial marking,
where ∀p ∈ P : M(p) ∈ N.
2.3 Durational Action Timed Automata
Durational action Timed Automata (daTA) is structurally a subclass of timed au-
tomata [14, 15, 30]. However, the difference to be underlined is the one concerning
the semantics associated with the model. The daTA model [21, 31] is a timed model
defined by a timed transition system based on a true-concurrency semantics, express-
ing parallel behaviors and supporting at the same time timing constraints, explicit
actions duration, structural and temporal non-atomicity of actions i.e., actions may
be divisible and of non-null duration.
The daTA model supports the notions of urgency and deadlines as timing con-
straints of the system. An action duration is expressed by a duration condition
associated to states of the model. On the other hand, timing constraints, due to
restrictions on the enabling domain of an action, are expressed by the enabling con-
straint G (for Guard) and by urgency constraint D (for Deadline) at the level of
daTA transitions. In addition, a transition represents only the start of an action,
end of execution is captured by the corresponding duration expressed at the level
of target state. On the target state, a timed expression manifests that the action is
potentially in execution.
From operational point of view, with each action a clock is associated which
is reset at the start of the action. This clock will be used in the construction of
the timing constraints as guards of the transitions. Figure 2 b) shows the structure
of the corresponding daTA to DTPN of Figure 2 a). This daTA is composed of
three states and two transitions labelled with two actions a and b of durations 3 and
2 units of time, respectively. From the initial state S0 of the illustrative daTA, the
execution of action a leads to a reset of clock x associated with it. The expression
x ≥ 3 in state S2 represents a duration condition on action a and means that a is
potentially in execution until the clock x reaches the value 3. The action a does
not wait for the end of any other action, so the clock designated by x is used in the
enabling domain of this action.This enabling domain will be expressed by the guard
and the deadline on the clock x as (1 ≤ x ≤ 2) and (x ≤ 2). Below, we define the
timed domain modeling clocks of daTA.
Definition 3. Let H be a set of clocks with non-negative values (within a time
domain H, like Q+ or R+). The set Φt(H) of temporal constraints γ over H is
γx ∼ t, where x is a clock in H, ∼∈ {=, <,>,≤,≥} and t ∈ T. Fx is used to
indicate a constraint of the form x ∼ t. A valuation v for H is a function which
associates to each x ∈ H a value in T. The valuation v for H satisfies a temporal
constraint γ over H iff γ is true by using clock values given by v. For I ⊆ H, [I → 0]
indicates the valuation for H which assigns 0 value to each x ∈ I, and agrees with
v over the other clocks of H. The set of all valuations for H is noted Ξ(H). The
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satisfaction relation |= for temporal constraints is defined over the set of valuations
for H by (v |= x ∼ t) ⇔ (v(x) ∼ t) such that v ∈ Ξ(H). 2Tfn is used to denote the
set of finite subsets of a set T.
Definition 4. A daTA is a tuple 〈S, Ls, s0,H, TD〉 of the support Act, where:
• S is a finite set of states;
• Ls : S → 2
Φ
t(H)
fn is a function which assigns to each state s the set F of ending
condition (duration conditions) of actions possibly in execution in s;
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state, such that Ls(s0) = ∅;
• H is a finite set of clocks;






fn × Act ×H× S is the set of transitions.
A transition (s,G,D, a, x, s′) represents a switch from state s to state s′ by
starting execution of action a and resetting clock x. G is the corresponding guard,
which must be satisfied to fire the transition. D is the corresponding deadline which
requires, at the moment of its satisfaction, that action a must occur.
(s,G,D, a, x, s′) can be written s
G,D,a,x−−−−→ s′. Figure 2 b) shows the structure of
the corresponding daTA to DTPN of Figure 2 a).
Definition 5. The semantics of a daTA A = 〈S, Ls, s0, H, TD〉 is defined by asso-
ciating with it an infinite transition system SA over Act ∪ T. A state of SA, viewed
as a configuration, is a pair 〈s, v〉 such that s is a state of A and v is a valuation
for H. A configuration 〈s0, v0〉 is initial if s0 is the initial state of A and ∀x ∈ H,
v0(x) = 0. Two types of transitions between SA configurations are possible, and
which correspond respectively to time passing (Rules (1) and (2)) and the launching
of a transition from A (Rule (3)):
d ∈ T ∀d′ ≤ d, v + d′ 2 D
〈s, v〉 d−→ 〈s, v + d〉
, (1)
ε ∈ T v + ε  D ∧ ε ∈ η
〈s, v〉 ε−→ 〈s, v + ε〉
, (2)
(s,G,D, a, x, s′) ∈ TD v  G
〈s, v〉 a−→ 〈s′, [{x} 7→ 0]v〉
. (3)
In Rule (2), η corresponds to the smallest real quantity of time in which no
action occurs [31]. In Rule (3), D = ∨i∈IDi, where {(s,Gi, Di, ai, x, si)}i∈I is the set
of all transitions stemming from state s. Indeed, whenever a Di holds, time cannot
progress regardless of the other Di.
In order to guarantee that at least a transition could be drawn starting from
a state if time cannot progress any more within this state, the formula Di ⇒ Gi
must be satisfied.
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Remark 1. For urgency domains, we require that deadline can be only of the form
x ≤ t or x < t.
3 TRANSLATION OF MARTE SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS TO DTPN
This paper proposes a translation of a high-level model written in MARTE SD to-
wards a specific formal time model that is DTPN. Figure 4 gives a general overview
of the approach. The approach will follow two main steps. In the first step, MARTE
sequence diagrams are formalized. The translation method is developed in the sec-

















Figure 4. Verification process
3.1 Formalisation
Sequence diagrams are semi-formal notation, in other words the syntax and se-
mantics notations are open to different interpretations. In the literature, there
are several research papers that address the formal formalization of sequence dia-
grams [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Among these works, the approach of [41]
is an interesting one as a formal translation. In this work, the authors have defined
formal rules for the translation of an UML sequence diagram to a corresponding
coloured Petri nets. Nevertheless, the transmission processing between two com-
municating objects in the sequence diagram is specified as a single transition with
an abstraction to the different primitives of communication, i.e. sending process,
transmitting and receiving process. In addition, this approach models the transmis-
sion without further consideration of any details in relation with its execution like
latency and time of execution.
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To overcome these limitations and in order to consider timing constraints and
duration of execution, we propose a formal translation of MARTE sequence diagrams
to Time Petri nets with action duration model. Besides the formal translation and
the timing consideration, we investigate the parallel execution specification. For
this purpose, the true-concurrency semantics based DTPN model is used to obtain
durational action Timed Automata (daTA) (semantics representation) [42, 43]. In
daTA, both true concurrency and action duration are considered. This structure
allows the verification of properties related to parallel evolution of actions within
timing constraints. We note that some properties related to reachability may be
checked by means of KRONOS and UPPAAL like tools [43, 44]. However, for
properties dealing with true concurrency behaviors, FOCOVE model checker may
be used [45].
So, in the proposed approach, we follow the same formalization principle pro-
posed in [41] with some differences. In fact, on one hand the transmission primitives
specification between communicating parties is defined and in another hand the for-
malization is made inductive by associating a DTPN specification to each event and
defining the translation of composite interaction in terms of its DTPN corresponding
sub-elements. Also, we specify timing constraints, like latency, and execution dura-
tion of each action separately in order to model transmission process under timing
constraints.
3.2 Formal Definitions
In formal terms, we define the MARTE sequence diagrams as follows:
Definition 6. MARTE SD = (N,O,E,<g,M,Act,D, Tc, λ, S, T,Pre,Post , Cf)
where:
• N is a set of diagram names;
• O is a finite set of objects;
• E =
⋃
i∈O Ei is a set of events such that Ei
⋂






i∈O is a set of partial orders on events of Ei such that ∀i ∈ O,<i⊆
Ei × Ei;
– <i,j defines an order between events e, e
′ such that ∀(e, e′) ∈<i,j, e ∈ Oi, and
e′ ∈ Oj or e ∈ Oj and e′ ∈ Oi and e precedes e′.
• M is a finite set of message labels;
• Act is a set of actions. Each action a ∈ Act can be launched by event. Accord-
ing to the specification context, we can distinguish different kinds of actions.
Examples for actions are synchronous sending (Sysen) or asynchronous sending
a message (Asysen), synchronous receiving (Syrec) or asynchronous receiving
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a message (Asyrec), sending reply (Sreply), Receiving reply (Rreply), transmis-
sions of message, activities or any behavior to be executed in the system.
Act = {Sysen,Asysen, Syrec,Asyrec, Sreply ,Rreply ,Activity1, . . . ,Activityn,
Trans1, . . . ,Transn};
• Dc : Act → T is a function that associates to each action a duration which may
be null;
• Tc : E → T× T is a function that associates a time interval to each event such
that ∀e ∈ Ei, T c(e) = [d, d+ t] which means that event e should be executed in
the time interval [d, d+ t];
• λ : E → Act is a labelling function which associates an action name to each
event. For each event e ∈ Ei, e may be defined by 3-uple 〈e,D(λ(e)), T c(e)〉.
• S is the set of all the possible states with S =
⋃
Oi∈O Si where Si is the set of
states of an object Oi. Si =
⋃
e∈Ei Se, such that:
– ∀e ∈ E, Se = {s0e, s1e};
– If e ∈ E is associated to the sending action then Se = {s0e, s1e, soute };
– If e ∈ E is associated to the receiving action then Se = {s0e, s1e, sine }.
Similarly to events, different objects cannot share the states, Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for
Oi 6= Oj ∈ O;
• T is a set of transitions, such that for each transition t ∈ T is associated to
an event e ∈ E and is of the form 〈e,D(λ(e)), T c(e)〉. The arcs linking states to
transitions are labeled by the Pre function, whereas the arcs linking transitions
to states are labeled by the Post function;
• Pre : N → 2S×T is an input function associating for each diagram sd, a set of
arcs, where (s, t) ∈ Pre(sd) defines the arc from s to t;
• Post : N → 2S×T is an output function associating for each diagram sd, a set of
arcs, where (s, t) ∈ Post(sd) defines the arc from t to s.
For a given diagram sd:
– The set of input arcs of transition t ∈ T is denoted ◦t = {(s, t) ∈ Pre(sd) |
s ∈ S};
– The set of output arcs of transition t ∈ T is denoted t◦ = {(s, t) ∈ Post(sd) |
s ∈ S};
– The set of input arcs of state s ∈ S is denoted ◦s = {(s, t) ∈ Pre(sd) | t ∈ T};
– The set of output arcs of state s ∈ S is denoted s◦ = {(s, t) ∈ Post(sd) |
t ∈ T};
• CF is a combined fragment defined by a type of operator and one or more
operands.
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– Type = {seq , alt , par , opt , break , loop, ref , strict , critical , neg , assert , ignore,
consider};
– Op is a finite set of operands;
– Guard is a boolean or temporal expression which associates a guard to
an operator or to a combined fragment;
– Frag is a set of nested combined fragments inside the nth operands of the
mth interaction fragments.
3.3 MARTE SD to DTPN Transformation
In the next lines, we present the translation rules and we explain through examples
the translation between the input elements of the MARTE sequence diagram to the
output elements of DTPN. Considering the different types of transmission between
communicating objects, duration of the desired activities to be executed and the
timing constraints imposed on the sending and receiving transmitted messages. By
using DTPN, the action durations are fixed once and for all at the enabling moment
of the system. The case where actions have durations chosen from an interval [m,M ]
is not considered. Also, we note that the TimeConstraint stereotype presented in
Section 2 is expressed by time interval [min,max ].
3.3.1 Basic Elements
Definition 7. For a given diagram sd, let 〈e1, d1, tc1〉 and 〈e2, d2, tc2〉 be two differ-
ent transitions corresponding to a given transmission, such that:
• If Oi, Oj ∈ O and i 6= j such that e1 ∈ Ei and e2 ∈ Ej, then the transitions
represent an external evolution between both objects Oi and Oj. It is said an
inter-objects transmission;
• If ∃Oi ∈ O such that e1, e2 ∈ Ei and e1 < e2, and @e3 ∈ Ei such that e1 < e3 <
e2, then the transitions represent a local evolution in the object Oi. It is said
an intra-objects transmission. In such case, d1 = d2 = 0 and tc1 = tc2 = [0, 0].
Inter-objects transmission.
• Synchronous transmission: Synchronous transmissions are used when the
sender waits for a response from the receiver to continue its operations. A syn-
chronous transmission blocks the progression of the operations of its sender until
the receiver gets its message (weak synchronization) or until the sender receives
the response (strict synchronization).
Let us consider the example of Figure 5 which shows a synchronous transmission
and its reply. In the following paragraph, we detail how various elements of
this sequence diagram (source model) are translated to the elements of DTPN
(destination model).
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In Figure 5, the Synchronous transmission represents an interaction between
two objects O1 and O2 associated to both events e1 and e2 necessarily different.
The translation of this transmission to an equivalent DTPN is based on the
interpretation of each event and its associated action in the diagram with taking
into account the two states (before and after) of this event. To construct the
DTPN, we split the synchronous transmission in two principal steps:
1. sending the synchronous transmission and





























Figure 5. Synchronous transmission
Step 1:
1. Object O1 launches a transmission sending operation at event e1 to object
O2, which is constrained by the time interval [1, 4] and duration equal to
two units of time. The event e1 is translated to a Petri net transition te1
constrained by the time interval [1, 4] and an action of duration 2 units of
time. The two states (before and after) of event e1 are translated to the
two places s0e1 , s
1
e1
. Also, we add the arcs that relate place to transition
or transition to place. This translation is illustrated by Figure 6 a).
2. Object O2 receives the transmission action at event e2, with duration
equal to 2 which may be delayed by 4 units of time. Since, the constraint
interval [1, 4] is considered. The corresponding DTPN is represented by
Figure 6 b).
3. For representing the intermediate transmission action between object O1






The event e1e2 models the action, which takes in our case a duration
between 4 and 6 units of time. For considering this characteristic, we
consider the constraint interval [1, 3] and a duration of the transmission
action equal to 3 units of time. Figure 6 c) shows the corresponding
DTPN.
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Figure 6. Elementary synchronous transmission corresponding DTPNs
4. After adding the arcs relating the three subnets DTPN models two sub-
nets are related to two subnets, the complete resulting construction of




















Figure 7. Sending transmission corresponding DTPN
Formally, S and T are the least sets verifying the following construction
conditions:
– Let {te1 , te1e2 , te2} = {〈e1, 2, [1, 4]〉, 〈e1e2, 3, [1, 3]〉, 〈e2, 2, [1, 4]〉} be a set
of transitions modeling a synchronous transmission between objects O1
and O2.
– Let e1 ∈ E1 and e2 ∈ E2 be two events, such that λ(e1) = Sysen and
λ(e2) = Syrec, with (e1, e2) ∈<i,j, {s0e1 , s
1
e1
, soute1 , s
0
e2
, s1e2 , s
in
e2
} ⊆ S and
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Step 2: Due to its similarity with the sending transmission in step1, it is pos-
sible to apply the same translation scheme in this step. As a consequence
of the transmission reception by object O2, this later responses by executing
the behavior that is matched to that transmission action.
1. After the transmission processing, object O2 sends the transmission reply
at event e3 back to object O1. The event e3 is characterized by a duration
equal to 3 units of time and time interval [3, 4]. This is represented by
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Figure 8. Elementary transmission reply corresponding DTPNs
2. Objects respond to messages that are generated by objects executing
communication actions. The object O1 receives transmission reply at
event e4, which has 3 units of time as duration and [3, 4] as timing con-
straint. The corresponding DTPN is illustrated by Figure 8 b).
3. For modeling the reply transmission action between sending action at
event e3 and receiving action at event e4, we create an event named e3e4
and two states soute3 , s
in
e4
. This event takes in this case a duration between 3
and 5 units of time. Since then we consider the constraint interval [1, 3]
and a duration of the action equal to 2 units of time. The corresponding
DTPN model is shown in Figure 8 c).
4. At this stage, the arcs to compose the three subnet DTPNs models are
added. The complete resulting model is shown by Figure 9.
At last, the result of translation of the example in Figure 5 is depicted by
Figure 10.
Formally, S and T are the least sets verifying the following construction condi-
tions:
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𝑡𝑒3𝑒4 , 𝑓 𝑡𝑒3 ,𝑑
[1,3], 2
Figure 10. Synchronous transmission corresponding DTPN
– Let {te3 , te3e4 , te4} = {〈e3, 3, [3, 4]〉, 〈e3e4, 2, [1, 3]〉, 〈e4, 3, [3, 4]〉} be a set of
transitions which models a transmission reply between the two objects O1
and O2.
– Let e3 ∈ E2 and e4 ∈ E1 be two events, such that λ(e3) = Sreply and λ(e4) =
Rreply with (e3, e4) ∈<i,j, {s0e3 , s
1
e3
, soute3 , s
0
e4
, s1e4 , s
in
e4
} ⊆ S and {te3 , te4 , te3e4}
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• Asynchronous transmission: Asynchronous transmission is used when the
sender does not need to wait for response from receiver, it continues its execution
after sending the message. The basic functionality is the same as the synchronous
transmission. We consider the sequence diagram in Figure 11, which shows the
















Figure 11. Asynchronous transmission
1. The event e in object O1, represents the sending action, which is instanta-
neous and with timing constraint [1, 3]. The event e is interpreted as a Petri
net transition te constrained by the time interval [1, 3], its two states are
translated to places s0e and s
1
e. Moreover, we add the arcs linking places to


























































Figure 12. Elementary asynchronous transmission corresponding DTPNs
2. The receiving action in object O2 is represented by the event e
′ and the
reception message should be in time interval between 2 and 3 units of time.
The interpretation of this part can be represented by the DTPN given in
Figure 12 b).
3. For representing the asynchronous transmission operation between sending
action and receiving action, we add an event named ee′ between both events
e and e′ that takes in our case a duration between 3 and 6 units of time.
Hence, we consider the constraint interval [1, 4] and a duration of the action
equal to 2 units of time. Figure 12 c) illustrates the corresponding resulting
DTPN.
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4. To ensure asynchronous transmission between objects O1 and O2 we add two
arcs, the first arc from transition te to input state of transition tee′ and the
second arc connects the output state of this last transition to transition te′ .
As shown in Figure 13, we obtain the complete DTPN associated to the sequence




















Figure 13. Asynchronous transmission corresponding DTPN
Formally, S and T are the least sets verifying the following construction condi-
tions:
– Let {te, tee′ , te′} = {〈e, 0, [1, 3]〉, 〈ee′, 2, [1, 4]〉, 〈e′, 0, [2, 3]〉} be a set of transi-
tions which models an asynchronous transmission between two objects O1
and O2.
– Let e ∈ E1 and e′ ∈ E2 be two events, such that λ(e) = Asysen, λ(e′) =
Asyrec with (e, e′) ∈<i,j, {s0e, s1e, soute , s0e′ , s1e′ , sine′ } ⊆ S and (te, te′ , tee′) ⊆ T ,
then:
◦te = {s0e};
t◦e = {s1e, soute };
◦te′ = {sine′ , s0e′};
t◦e′ = {s1e′};
◦tee′ = {soute };
t◦ee′ = {sine′ }.
Intra-objects transmission.
An intra-objects transmission is a self-transmission in sequence diagram where the
sender and receiver objects of a message are the same. In this transmission, if two
events e and e′ belong to the same object Oi, then the event e
′ immediately follows
the event e with no other event in between, Figure 14 a) shows such an example.





















































Figure 14. Intra-objects transmission and its corresponding DTPN
In the sequence diagram, sending and receiving actions at events e and e′ are
instantaneous and without timing constraints, d1 = d2 = 0, ct1 = ct2 = [0, 0]. The
transmission action at event ee′ has 3 units of time during the interval [0, 2]. In the
following, we show how this is mapped to an equivalent DTPN.
1. In object O1, the sending action at event e is translated to Petri net transition
te without duration and timing constraint. Both states of this event e are trans-
lated to two Petri net places s0e and s
1
e with two arcs, each one relates a place to



























































[0,2], 3𝑡𝑒𝑒′ , 𝑐
(b)(a) (c)c)
Figure 15. Elementary intra-objects transmission corresponding DTPNs
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2. The receiving action at event e′ in object O1 has the same characteristics of the
sending action at event e. A similar construction can be made by using two
places s0e′ and s
1
e′ , and a transition te′ with two arcs, each one relates a place to
the transition te′ (see Figure 15 b)).
3. For modeling the transmission action operation between sending action and
receiving action in a same object O1, we add an event named ee
′ relating both
events e and e′ that takes in our case a duration between 3 and 5 units of time.
For taking into account this characteristic we consider the constraint interval
[0, 2] and a duration of the action associated to the transition tee′ equal to 3.
The corresponding DTPN in Figure 15 c). The transmission action at event ee′
is translated a Petri net transition tee′ with a duration and a timing constraint.
The two places of this transition are the output place s1e of transition te and
the input place s0e′ of transition te′ . In addition, two arcs are created, each one
relates a place to the transition tee′ .
4. For connecting transmission action operation with the two previous parts of
intra-objects transmission, we will add two arcs, the first arc from the output
place s1e of transition te to the transition tee′ and the second arc from the tran-
sition tee′ to the input place s
0
e′ of transition te′ . The final corresponding DTPN
is shown in Figure 14 b).
Formally, S and T are the least sets verifying the following construction condi-
tions:
• Let {te, tee′ , te′} = {〈e, 0, [0, 0]〉, 〈ee′, 3, [0, 2]〉, 〈e′, 0, [0, 0]〉} be a set of transitions
modeling intra-objects transmission in O1.
• Let e, e′ ∈ E1, be two events, such that λ(e) = Activity and λ(e′) = Activity







In the different cases of transmission, inter-objects and intra-objects each object
in the sequence diagram has a single initial state and a single final state as defined
as follows:
• A state s is said an initial iff ◦s = ∅.
• A state s is said a final iff s◦ = ∅.
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3.3.2 Combined Fragments
Combined fragments are one important kind of Interactions, which are used to
create interactions that are more complex. A combined fragment is defined by an
interaction operator with its operands. The operands of a combined fragment can
have guards on them as in alternative behavior (alt) and iterative behavior (loop).
The guards of the operands are given by boolean expressions (boolean condition or
temporal condition).
In UML MARTE profile, we can specify the time constraints on a combined
fragment or on an operand using the tag “execTime” in the stereotype <<Re-
sourceUsage>>. According to the MARTE SD specification context, the time con-
straint interval [a, b] associated to this stereotype can take the following values:
∀a, b ∈ R∗
• if the execution of an operand or a combined fragment is urgent then the time
interval [a, b] = [0, 0] or [a, b] = [t, t′] with t = t′;
• if the execution of an operand or a combined fragment is not urgent then the
time interval [a, b] = [0,∞[;
• if execution of an operand or a combined fragment is specified with latency then
the time interval [a, b] = [v, v + t] with a ≥ 0 and a ≤ b.
In this subsection, we give the translation rules of the most used combined frag-
ments such as weak sequencing behavior (seq), strict sequencing behavior (strict),
parallel behavior (par), alternative behavior (alt), optional behavior (opt) and iter-
ative behavior (loop). The combined fragment operands are transformed to DTPN
subnets using previous translation rules and then integrated to the resulting DTPN.
Weak sequencing combined fragments.
Weak sequencing combined fragments defined by “seq” operator, contain two or more
operands. It represent a weak sequencing between the behaviors of its operands. If
no other operator is present on a diagram, then weak sequencing should be applied
to the Interaction fragments. Figure 16 shows such an example.




2. To synchronize all the operands that will be get involved in the execution of
the weak interaction, the transition t0fi is created. An arc connecting the initial




3. Using the previous translation rules, the two DTPN subnets corresponding to
the two operands in weak combined fragments are generated;
4. Since, the purpose of this operator is to allow the execution of only one operand,
in other words, the operands are executed in mutual exclusion. In Petri net
terms, the transitions related to the operands should be in conflict. So, the
place named LP is created and connected to the two initial transitions of the
two DTPN subnets;



























Figure 16. Weak sequencing combined fragments
5. The final transition t1fi is created and connected to the last place of every DTPN
subnet;
6. The place s1fi corresponding to the final place of the DTPN is created and con-
nected, as an output place, to the final transition t1fi . The equivalent DTPN of




































Figure 17. Weak sequencing combined fragments corresponding DTPN
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Strict sequencing combined fragments.
Strict sequencing combined fragments are defined by “strict” operator, encloses two
or more operands. The operands behaviors must occur in a given order. The




























Figure 18. Strict sequencing combined fragments




2. The initial transition t0fi is created and connected, as output transition to the
initial place s0fi ;
3. Using the translation rules explained in the previous section, the two operands
in strict combined fragments are translate to the two DTPN subnets. An arc
connecting the last transition of the first DTPN subnet to the initial place of
the second DTPN subnet is created;
4. The final transition t1fi of the strict combined fragments is generated and an arc
connecting the final place of second subnet to the final transition t1fi of the strict
fragment is added;
5. The final place s1fi of strict fragment is created and an arc connecting the transi-
tion t1fi to the place s
1
fi
is added. Figure 19 illustrates the complete construction
of the DTPN corresponding to the strict combined fragments.
Parallel combined fragments.
A combined fragment of “par” type is used to specify the concurrent behavior of
real-time systems. It describes a parallel execution of the behaviors related to dif-
ferent operands. The behaviors of these operands can be interleaved in any way.
However, each operand behavior preserves its predefined order. Figure 20 shows an
example of parallel execution of elements Operand-1 and Operand-2 with a global
time constraint associated to the execution parallel combined fragments. Object O1






































Figure 19. Strict sequencing combined fragments corresponding DTPN
launches concurrently two asynchronous transmission operations. Consequently, the
corresponding receiving operations in object O2 may happen concurrently too. The
objects O1 and O2 can continue their execution according to the timing constraint






























Figure 20. Parallel combined fragments
To detail the translation rules of this fragment type, let us consider the sequence
diagram of Figure 20.
1. The initial place s0fi with the initial marking is created M(s
0
fi
) = 1. This marking
place is used in the evaluation of the firing condition of the connected transitions;
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2. For synchronizing all the operands involved in the parallel combined fragments
execution, the transition t0fi is created. It is instantaneous and with zeroed
time constraint (d = 0, tc = 0). An arc connecting the initial place s0fi to the
transition t0fi is then added;
3. Using the translation rules explained in previous section two DTPN subnets
DTPN − 1 and DTPN − 2 are generated, which correspond respectively to
Operand-1 and Operand-2. Note that places s0e1 and s
0
e3
have no marking since
they become a non initial places (M(s0e1) = 0, M(s
0
e3
) = 0). The starting
transition t0fi is then connected to these places;
4. For synchronizing all operands involved in output of the parallel combined frag-
ments, the final transition t1fi is created. It has the time interval [2, 5] as a timing
constraint. This transition is connected then, as output transition to each last
place of every DTNP subnet (s1e2 , s
1
e4
). So, the final transition t1fi can only be
fired when each operand in the combined fragments reaches its final state (one
token in its final place);
5. The place s1fi corresponding to the final state of the parallel combined fragments
is created. The final transition t1fi is then connected to this place. The resulting








































Figure 21. Parallel combined fragments corresponding DTPN
Alternative combined fragments.
Alternative combined fragments defined by “alt” operator, represents a choice of be-
havior in a fragment. This operator implements a non deterministic choice between





























Figure 22. Alternative combined fragments
operands that have their constraints evaluated to true. Figure 22 shows an example
of an alternative fragment with two operands.




2. Two conflicting transitions t1fi and t
2
fi
are generated. In this manner, that only
one of the operands is selected, even the transitions guards are both evaluated
as true. Two arcs connecting both transitions t1fi and t
2
fi
to the initial place s0fi
are added;
3. Using the translation rules explained in the previous section, two DTPN subnets
DTPN − 1 and DTPN − 2 are generated, which correspond respectively to




by two arcs to the initials places s0e1 and s
0
e3
, respectively, which launch the
executions of internal operands (Operand-1 and Operand-2 );
4. For representing the output for each DTPN subnet, two final transitions t3fi and
t4fi are generated. These transitions are then related, as an output transitions
to the final places s1e2 and s
1
e4
, which are associated to sub DTPN-1 and sub
DTPN-2, respectively;
5. The final place s1fi of DTPN is created and connected to it as the output place
to the two final transitions t3fi and t
4
fi
. Figure 23 shows the complete structure
of the equivalent DTPN to the alternative combined fragments.
Optional combined fragments.
Optional combined fragments, defined by the operator “opt”, contain only one
operand which is executed according to a guard condition or a state value. Fig-
ure 24 a) gives an example illustrating this operator.
Optional combined fragments is semantically equivalent to the alternative com-
bined fragments. So, it is translated as a simplification of alternative combined
fragments with only one operand, considered where the condition evaluation is true.
Figure 24 b) shows the corresponding DTPN specification.
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Figure 24. Optional combined fragments and its corresponding DTPN
We can see that in the resulting DTPN, the transition t0fi is possible only if
a guard condition is true. Otherwise, the transition t1fi ends the behavior.
Loop combined fragments.
Iterative combined fragments, denoted by “loop” operator, have only one operand.
It defines a recursive behaviour with a guard condition. The guard may either indi-
cate a number of repetitions ([min,max ]) that should be executed or a boolean
expression. Figure 25 a) shows an example representing a loop combined frag-
ments.
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Figure 25. Loop combined fragments and its corresponding DTPN
The translation process follows the following steps:




2. Two initial transitions t0fi and t
1
fi
are generated. These transitions allow the
guard evaluation that serves as a constraint for the combined fragments;





4. Using the translation rules detailed in the previous section, the DTPN subnet
corresponding to the loop operand is created;
5. Since, the purpose of this operator is to repeat the execution of the loop operand
until the loop guard is evaluated to false, the transition t0
′
fi
is created and con-
nected to the initial place s0fi of the loop fragment. The final place s
1
e′ of DTPN




6. For considering the case when the boolean expression associated to the tran-
sition t1fi is evaluated to false, the final place s
1
fi
is created and connected to
the transition t1fi as an output place. Figure 25 represents the resulting DTPN
structure of the loop combined fragments in Figure 25 b).
4 CASE STUDY
In order to illustrate our approach, for modeling and analysis of real-time embedded
systems, we propose to use an interaction fragment of a real case study which is
an elevator controller system. We consider two elevators used in a building composed
of many floors. The interest of this application is to consider the case of two parallel
activities with a non-null duration. These activities correspond to the elevators
moves between two different floors at the same time. The elevators are controlled
by only one elevator controller system.
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Specification.
Assume that two users are at two different floors. At a given instant, each one
requests an elevator. For instance, User-1 is at the first floor while User-2 is at the
seventh floor. It is also assumed that User-1 wants to go to the seventh floor, and
User-2 wants to go to the first floor.
Since our study focused on parallel activities modeling, we assume that the
elevators are parked at floor one and seven, respectively, where their doors are open
and the users are inside them. Both users pushed simultaneously the floor button to
be visited in the button panel. The elevator controller must move the two elevators
in parallel to the requested floors.
To simplify the study, we abstract from elevator system components partici-
pating in the interaction which does not affect the study purpose, like cabin, floor
sensor and door.
Once the elevator controller has received two requests at the same time, it creates
and activates two processes in parallel Elevator1 and Elevator2 (two instances).
Elevator1 and Elevator2 are responsible for the move of the first elevator and the
second elevator, respectively.
Two time aspects are taken into consideration, the first one concerns the execu-
tion duration of actions and the second one concerns the timing constraints. In the
example, the elevator movement action takes 3 units of time (d = 3 000 ms) and the
action execution may be delayed and executed in the time interval [0, 10].
Figure 26 shows the sequence diagram representing the time aspects and the
interactions between the principal objects involved in the elevator request function-














































































Figure 26. Interactions between objects for the request an elevator
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To apply the translation method over the previous sequence diagram, first, we
annotate the sending and receiving time events of the transmitted messages be-
tween objects. The set of Time events is Et = {e1, e2, . . . , e10, e12}. Events repre-
senting the intermediate transmissions (colored by red) with their associated du-
ration and timing constraints are also added. Hence, Et = {e1, e2, . . . , e11, e12} ∪
{e1e2, e3e4, e5e6, . . . , e11e12}. For each object involved in the interaction, two state
(colored by blue) to each event on its lifeline is associated, then S = {s0e1 , s
1
e1
, s0e2 , . . . ,
s1e12}. Similarly, states are associated to timed events. They correspond to interme-
diate transmissions in the sequence diagram. Hence, S = {s0e1 , s
1
e1







, . . . , sine12}.
The translations method detailed in Section 3 can now be applied on the se-











































Figure 27. DTPN specification corresponding to sequence diagram for requesting an ele-
vator
According to Figure 27, the initial place of the DTPN is s0fi with the initial
marking M(s0fi) = 1. The final place is s
1
fi
. The initial transition is t0fi with time
constraint [0, 0]. The final transition is t1fi with time constraint [2, 5]. The places
corresponding to the states are P = {s0e1 , s
1
e1
, s0e2 , . . . , s
1
e12
, soute1 , s
in
e2
, . . . , sine12} and the
events corresponding to the Petri net transitions are T = {te1 , te2 , . . . , te11 , te12}.
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In the resulting DTPN, the firing of transitions is bound to a time interval. The
transition firing represents action launching which has an explicit duration.
Verification.
To investigate the verification and validation of real time embedded systems, we opt
for the operational semantics developed in [20] to generate a semantics model to
DTPN specification. The true-concurrency semantics based DTPN model is used to
obtain the durational action Timed Automata (daTA) depicted in Figure 28. The
resulting daTA has 42 states and 68 transitions; it is generated automatically using
a tool integrated into FOCOVE environment [45]. For this reason, we represent only
a fragment of the graph. This structure allows the verification of properties related
to parallel evolution of actions as shown in the different states of resulting daTA. As
an example, state s36 is labelled within duration conditions set {x ≥ 3 000 ms, y ≥
3 000 ms}. In this state, actions Move1 and Move2 can comply in parallel, and each
one can finish only if its clock reaches a value equal to its duration.
Note that we have used just two clocks (x and y) to specify all actions of the
case study because we have at most two actions in execution at a given time. This
is possible due to the dynamic creation of clocks with the reuse of free clocks.
The model checking is mainly based upon the region graph and zone graph
algorithms on daTA. The model checking complexity on TA, as daTA, is exponential
in the number of clocks. We can observe that using true-concurrency semantics based
DTPN, the generated daTA has a lower number of clocks. We can then apply CTL
model checking to check some properties.
5 DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORKS
The transformation of MARTE sequence diagrams to formal specifications, for the
formal verification, has been investigated in several approaches like [46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51], but a few approaches as [12, 52, 53] have taken into consideration time spec-
ification in the transformation process. Previous works just deal with the flowing of
events in sequence diagrams with implicit expression of time and consider only inter-
leaving semantics. On the contrary, we have proposed a translation approach that
supports at the same time timing constraints, explicit actions durations, urgency
and structural and temporal non-atomicity of actions. Thus, our approach is done
to a true concurrency-based real time formal specification models (DTPN and daTA
models). The use of daTA’s structures as semantics allows firstly, to express concur-
rent and parallel behaviors in a natural way, i.e. to distinguish between sequential
and parallel runs of actions. Therefore, with non-null duration under timing con-
straints. This is not the case of the interleaving semantics. Secondly, resetting the
state clocks which are used to specify time and timing constraints. Therefore, this
will lead to reducing the verification time which is often exponential for large size
RTES, and to reducing the number of states and transitions in the graph without
loss of information, and then escaping from the explosion of the underlying graph.
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𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝑘,𝑦
𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑦 ≤ 10}
ℓ,𝑦
𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑦 ≤ 10}
𝑠, 𝑥
𝐺={3000 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 3010}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 3010}
𝑎, 𝑥
𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝑏, 𝑥
𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 10} 𝑘,𝑦
𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑦 ≤ 10}
𝑎, 𝑥
𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 10}
𝑠, 𝑥
𝐺={3000 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 3010}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 3010}
𝑗,𝑦
𝐺={3000 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 3010}
𝐷={𝑦 ≤ 3010}
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𝐺={0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 10,0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 10}
𝐷={𝑥 ≤ 10,𝑦 ≤ 10}
Figure 28. Fragment of daTA corresponding to DTPN
In the proposed method, we borrowed the idea of associating states to events
of the sequence diagram as made in [41]. However, the translation method of [41]
considers the sequence diagram as a whole entity, in comparison with our translation
method, as a set of rules defined to make the translation method inductive. The
translation rules start by considering elementary component, which are the events
in the sequence diagram. Hence, for each composed component, a translation rule
is defined inductively using the translation result of its sub-components. In this
manner, a construction of a tool implementing the method may easily be done. As
an example, Figure 29 a) shows the asynchronous message events that represent the
moments in which the actions send or receive. In terms of the Petri net, each event
(e, e′, e′′) is translated to a transition, an input place and an output place as shown
in Figure 29 b).
In [12], authors interpreted parallel activities, modeled in MARTE sequence
diagram, by parallel transitions in TCPNIA specification under an interleaving se-
mantics. In this approach, only the execution occurrence duration is modeled. It
is specified by a time interval associated to a transition of TCPNIA. In our pro-
posed method, start occurrence, finish occurrence, message occurrence (complete
UML name, message occurrence specification), which represent sending and receiv-
ing event, and invoking or receiving of operation calls, are considered.






















Figure 29. Asynchronous message translating
On the other hand, the proposed works assumed action atomicity hypothesis
imposed by the interleaving semantics which handle parallel behaviors as their com-
bined sequential evolution. For more clarification, let us consider the example of
Figure 30 b). Using the method proposed in [12], these parallel activities are trans-
lated to the TCPNIA specification of Figure 30 c).
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Figure 30. Generating models
For the verification of the required properties, the specification of Figure 30 c)
is translated to a Timed Automata. Since the transition execution is instantaneous,
there is no way to observe the parallel execution of the two activities. As a solution
for such situation, it is possible to interpret each activity having a non-null duration
by two sequential transitions modeling the start and the end of the activity. As
shown in Figure 30 c), the activity duration is captured in the intermediate state
conditioning the execution of the ending transition by the elapsed time. We notice
that the composed system may be in the state where the two start transitions are
executed before executing the end transitions. Such state captures the parallelism
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between the two activities however, such methods augment the number of states,
transitions and clocks, which contributes to the state space explosion problem of
zone graph corresponding to the Timed Automata specification. As an alternative,
the use of DTPN and daTA is an interesting solution (Figure 30 a)).
As a consequence, we remark that the number of transitions of each structure
is comparable respectively of those of Figure 30 a). Another advantage concerns
the construction of the set of clocks. In our context, a clock is created dynamically
during the generation of the semantics models with the reuse of free clocks. On
the contrary, other models like Timed Automata, Petri Nets with Deadlines and
Time Petri Nets manage [15, 54, 55, 56], at the beginning of modeling, a finite and
constant number of clocks recording to the number of actions to execute.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an operational method for translating MARTE SD spec-
ifications to DTPN specifications. As it has been mentioned previously, MARTE
SD allows the specification of several kind of behaviors like concurrency, time con-
straints and action duration. Since, DTPN formal specification model is a true
concurrency based semantics, it allows the consideration of the last three behavior
characteristics in both syntactic and semantics levels. This latter arguments is the
sole motivation of our work. The use of daTA structures as semantics allows prop-
erties formal verification, particularly those related to parallel evolution of actions
that have non-null duration and under timing constraints. Properties related to
reachability may be checked by means of KRONOS and UPPAAL tools, and prop-
erties dealing with true concurrency behaviours may be checked using FOCOVE
model checker.
In this paper, the translation method has been explained by considering sev-
eral examples. As for the perspectives of this work, we suggest that it is applied
on realistic real-time embedded systems. It could be either integrated to an ex-
isting environment system and/or a computer-aided software engineering model
checker. It could also be part of a separate formal specification and verification
tool. Alternatively, it would be useful to develop a full TCTL model-checker for
DTPNs related to MARTE SD specification without passing by Timed Automaton
like structures.
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